
The Kathairos™ Solution will support the oil and
gas industry in meeting its environmental targets 
effectively and affordably. The system uses liquid 
nitrogen to eliminate fugitive methane emissions 
from routine site venting.
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Kathairos Solutions Inc. is an Alberta based company focused on 
eliminating methane emissions from remote oil and gas sites, ensuring 
compliance with provincial regulations.The patent pending technology was 
tested by Velvet Energy in Edson, AB and is now ready for broad adoption. 

Kathairos Solutions and Chart Industries, a global manufacturer of 
industrial gas products, has partnered to better serve the energy industry. 
Product standardization, high volume production and performance 
guarantees are in place to to better serve your needs.
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Dick Brown is the President and CEO of Kathairos Inc, and a renowned leader in the 
North American small-scale liquefied natural gas (LNG) industry. In 2001, Dick founded 
Ferus, an energy services company specializing in the supply and delivery of liquid 
nitrogen and liquid carbon dioxide for well stimulations. Following which, he founded 
Ferus Natural Gas Fuels Inc. and Houston-based Eagle LNG Partners, successfully 
positioning them as globally recognized leaders in natural gas fueling, and further 
establishing himself as a renowned innovator in a highly conventional field.

Through Kathairos, Dick continues to champion imperative solutions aimed at supporting 
the modern energy industry in meeting aggressive fugitive methane reduction targets. 
Kathairos was conceived with a vision to do so efficiently and affordably through its 
proprietary methods, and will remain grounded in its mission to address extraneous 
methane emissions for years to come.

Dick Brown, P.Eng.
CEO, President
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Jason is an accomplished engineer with over two decades of experience in the energy 
industry. Prior to Kathairos, Jason spent eight years at Ferus in progressively more senior 
roles including, Chief Technology Officer and Vice President - Engineering. During his 
tenure he was responsible for the design, engineering and construction of Canada’s first 
private LNG facility and served as Chair of CSA Standard Z276: Liquefied Natural Gas 
(LNG) - Production, storage, and handling. Jason also held numerous leadership positions 
over a fifteen year career at Toromont Energy Systems Inc.

Jason holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering from Memorial University of 
Newfoundland and a professional designation with the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA).

Jason T. Clarke, P.Eng.
Chief Operating Officer
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Reducing Methane Emissions 

In Alberta, the natural gas industry is the largest source of methane emissions. Approximately 
half of the emissions are a result of direct venting and the other half, from unintended releases 
of fugitive emissions.

Methane is the main constituent of natural gas and has a 25 times greater global warming 
potential than carbon dioxide over a 100-year period

The B.C and Alberta government has set a target to reduce methane emissions by 45% by 
2025. This goal will be accomplished through emissions standards, improved measuring and 
reporting of emissions and emissions reduction technologies.

Various financing options, including Alberta’s 8-year carbon credit program, to incentivize early 
adoption of zero-vent technologies.
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Nitrogen (N2) constitutes 78% of the earth’s atmosphere

Inert gas that is lighter than air (colorless, odourless and tasteless).

Liquid nitrogen (LN2 or LIN) is a cryogenic fluid that boils at -196C

Used extensively in the medical/pharmaceutical and manufacturing industries

Since liquid nitrogen is non-corrosive, non-flammable and waterless, it is the 

ideal candidate to replace natural gas used by pneumatic devices.

Pneumatic devices are factory tested and calibrated with nitrogen

Alberta recently approved nitrogen for use in the protocol (carbon credits)

Technology Overview 
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Provides reliable “on-demand” compressed nitrogen using basic thermodynamic 
principles.  

Liquid nitrogen becomes gas naturally when exposed to temperatures above -196C, 
such as everyday temperatures (even during winter) and when stored in a tank, liquid 
nitrogen builds pressure rapidly as it becomes gas. 

Our system takes advantage of this naturally occurring phenomenon, by cleverly 
controlling the vaporization of liquid nitrogen (vaporization rate) and the resulting 
pressure, temperature and flow. 

The unit ties into the fuel gas header or separator and negates the need of methane to 
operate pneumatic devices.    

Key components include a support base, liquid nitrogen storage tank, 
pressure-temperature-flow control, safety devices, instrumentation and telemetry. 

Technology Overview 
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Conveniently manufactured as a compact free-standing integrated system.

10 different sizes of varying tank capacities (1000L - 5500L) and vaporization rates 

(0-170 Sm3/h) delivering compressed nitrogen gas at near ambient temperatures. 

Units operate at 125 psig. Tank MAWP is 250 psig. System MDMT is -196C.

Cellular or satellite telemetry, wirelessly alerting a web-based data portal (and the 

Kathairos distribution network) when tanks require refilling. 

Approved for use in all Canadian Provinces and US States.

+100,000 similar systems in operation, in other markets, worldwide



Telemetry and Data Collection 
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Easy-to-use cloud software platform for monitoring and managing.

Customizable reports and alerts

Highly scalable - can manage asset populations up to hundreds of thousands

Extensive capabilities to exchange and share data with external systems such as SAP

Integrated with Google Maps

Delivery scheduling and asset optimization tool

Monitor assets 24/7 from your computer or mobile 
device. 
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10 Air Separation Units (ASUs) in the WCS Basin

+4 million Sm3/day of nitrogen production capacity 

The oilfield distribution network buildout occured in the early 

2000’s

Additional liquid nitrogen trains are added as demand 

warrants

All ASUs underutilized in the WCS Basin



Nitrogen Supply and Distribution
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Especially suited for rugged areas and locations that are 
inaccessible to traditional bulk supply tankers 

Robust inner vessel support system affords protection 
even on the most rugged roads

Rapid on-site filling with a single-hose fill

Integrated Flowcom® Flow Metering System for highly 
accuracy measurement (only National Institute 
Standards Testing (NIST) approved system meter 
available in the US)

Transport Canada approved
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Two prototype systems undergoing testing; one on a newly completed well; the second 
on two brownfield wells.

The first system started testing on September 30th on the newly completed well and has 
run continuously.  

Empirical data measured 3.7 Sm3/h of methane eliminated, based on liquid nitrogen 
consumption.

The second system started testing November 2nd on two brownfield wells and has run 
continuously.  Empirical data measured 2.1 Sm3/h per well of methane eliminated.

The units have been subjected to high winds and ambient temperatures between +25C 
and -20C, without issue.



Systems Benefits 
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SIMPLE 

Performance is guaranteed 
Continuous unattended operation

ZERO                 
EMISSIONS

Eliminates  methane with no onsite 
emissions

NO ROTATING
EQUIPMENT

Highly reliable, no annual 
maintenance
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NO GENERATORS OR 
HEATERS

No electricity or heating required

NO GAS       
CONDITIONING

No moisture, no contaminants,     
no pneumatic device failures

LIFETIME          
WARRANTY

Never need to replace or overhaul 
equipment
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NO SOLAR, NO UPS       
NO BATTERIES

No weather or daylight 
dependency, no recycling

EASILY               
SCALABLE

100’s can be up and running each 
month

WEB BASED
DATA PORTAL

Performance audits ensure 
credits are optimized



Zero-Emission Financial Model
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As with other customers in industrial gas industries (medical, pharmaceutical, food 
and manufacturing), our business is a rental model which ELIMINATES CUSTOMER 
OPERATING COST AND MAINTENANCE.

NO CAPITAL required by the customer, other than the initial tie-in to our system.

System cost is incorporated into the nitrogen cost which is VARIABLE and tied to 
actual demand and ACTUAL volume of methane eliminated (reduced in summer)

In Alberta, in almost all scenarios, carbon credits generated will exceed the variable 
nitrogen cost, resulting in a PROFIT CENTRE for each producing area for the next 
13 years (with no capital outlay!)

NET ZERO COST FOR ZERO METHANE EMISSIONS
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Dick Brown, President, CEO Jason Clarke, COO
(403) 461-6925 (403) 463-2073
dbrown@kathairos.com jclarke@kathairos.com

Let’s get social...

mailto:dbrown@kathairos.com
mailto:jclarke@kathairos.com
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